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Title
UDS Dance Tutorial
ECW simple past tense
Rwanda traditional dishes
Youth volunteers’ activities
Rafiki Band (Guitar class)
ECW – Visit Museum
Miss Rwanda 2021 visit
ECW Debate lesson
Workout: teens influence to End GBV
Mageragere: Plant Trees Plant Hope

Date
18 Jul. 2021
11 Aug. 2021
7 Sept. 2021
8 Sept. 2021
2 Oct. 2021
9 Oct. 2021
12 Oct. 2021
16 Nov. 2021
6 Dec. 2021
16 Dec. 2021

Link
https://youtu.be/djL046kPj_4
https://youtu.be/SNxZ3ptlLGI
https://youtu.be/1qi1l_6EEOM
https://youtu.be/lAh_4CpWBLc
https://youtu.be/e7rw2ak5YkU
https://youtu.be/ar1OGSVdwKI
https://youtu.be/gJvg6CPqMuw
https://youtu.be/MjXqIF9rGao
https://youtu.be/P8xAOJm00GI
https://youtu.be/uIm_mtf45QM

I.

INTRODUCTION

Club Rafiki is a non-profit organization operating in Rwanda precisely in Nyarugenge District
since October 24, 1974. In 2012 Club Rafiki joins hands with Indigo Foundation and
commenced Urban Dance School (UDS) a program that offering dance classes for young
people between 6 to 18 years. On the other hand, the center has been operating a Youth Friendly
Centre (YFC) providing sexual and reproductive health education programs, laboratory testing
services for pregnancy, voluntary testing, and counseling of HIV and STIs since 2010. Shortly,
after the commencement of the UDS, Club Rafiki decided to establish the links between YFC
and UDS.
Through in this partnership from 2011, we got extra opportunities to get funds through
fundraising and donation with the aim to enlarge the center programs, those are supportive
activities established for short period like My Talent My Health in (2013), Because we are the
future in (2014), English Corner Workshop – ECW in (2017), Our Girl program (2018), and
lastly Job desk and Handcrafts programs (2020) all those additional initiatives are contributing
a lot to the future of our girls and young women and young people in general.
Club Rafiki in response to COVID-19 outbreak
We appreciate how indigo stays to be with us even in these worldwide hard times where every
corner of the world faces the impacts of COVID-19 pandemic. However, with you, we continue
to work for our next generation by empowering, protecting and promoting girls and young
women, and in this time, we cannot forget encouraging everyone especially youth, to follow
the COVID-19 prevention measures in order to win shortly this pandemic.
Club Rafiki is pleased to share with you this report for the semester ended 30th June 2021.

2012:
In this year Club Rafiki joined
hands with indigo foundation,
with this opportunity we play
an important role to the future
of youth.
move with us, and build together the
bright future of our next generation.

2022:
We are celebrating 10 years of
partnership with you, we learn a lot
and we change a lot together with
indigo, Today Club is firming up and
answering more issues of the youth.
Unit is strength, Teamwork and
Collaboration, wonderful things can be
achieved.
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I.

PROGRESS OF PROGRAMS

The Second Semester started July to December 2021; in this hard journey for continuing to
fight COVID-19 pandemic, Club Rafiki and its partners joined hands to protect and promote
teens/youth from making wrong decision, but encourage them to make sound knowledgeable
choice. Urban Dance School (UDS), English Corner Workshop (ECW), Youth empowerment
and employment, Our Girls program and others kind of youth-friendly activities done for/by
teens themselves are contributing in this process and build their future.
During this troubling period for fighting COVID-19 pandemic together with youth benefited
our youth friendly programs, we are working together with youth volunteers for serving their
brothers and sisters. We are recognizing their contribution and we thank them for everything.

SECTION 1:

URBAN DANCE SCHOOL PROGRAM – UDS
If you can dance and be free and be embarrassed, you can rule the world.

“We have known that when youth are sitting together, they
are helping peers to develop their thinking towards positive
behaviors. this center answers youth problems directly and
indirectly.” Charles a leader in City of Kigali when he visited
club early December 2021 said
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Miss Rwanda 2021, Ingabire Grace urges youth
to dream big and plan for a better future
October 6, 2021

Miss Rwanda Ingabire Grace has encouraged youth to keep dreaming big and let their talent
grow as they plan for the future. She was addressing to the youth at Club Rafiki on Wednesday,
October 6, 2021 during a closing ceremony of a two-day training in dancing and culture
boosting skills. After touring various activities that gather together children and youth at the
center, Miss Ingabire appreciated the talents of the youth, urging them to prepare their future
with a purpose to achieve things that contribute to the community development.
“As girls, we have to believe in our
vision, every child dreams to be like
his/her
special
role
model,
sometimes our society limits us to
stick on our hope, imagine living in a
hopeless life, it is a sad life, you
cannot live in this world without
having a mission, when you have a
desire to empower others, it is very
important especially for us as girls to
continue to believe that we can do
it.” She said.
“When you do not have a vision,
Zawadi and Diane were prepared and designed a
particular question for asking the Miss Rwanda 2021 your efforts get scattered in many
and appreciated the good answer from her
things and you cannot achieve any,
and this is the reason why this center
exists, it is to show you that you have a purpose on this earth, when you have one purpose and you
commit all your energy to fulfill that purpose, you manage to get to your dreams, again, as girls we
have to believe in our vision.” She added.
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Youth leaned
more on
Rwandan
Culture and
Traditions

Omar Tony Nsengumuremyi, the coordinator of Club Rafiki said that the training aimed to help
children relax as well as making them ready to return to school with a package of skills about
Rwandan culture.
“Covid-19 pandemic affected many life perspectives including entertainment and leisure,
through this training, we wanted to refresh the mind of children during the recovery of the
pandemic so that they return to school with a more developed mental health through dancing.
We invited experts in urban and traditional dancing to train them and it was really fruitful.”
he said.

Miss Ingabire Grace addressing youth at Club Rafiki

Club Rafiki Nyamirambo is a youth friendly center located in Nyarugenge District that brings
children together to learn various disciplines that nurture their education. It delivers various
services including HIV and Pregnancy test, handcraft activities including sewing and knitting,
urban and traditional dancing among others.
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PLANT TREES FOR OUR FUTURE: Let’s go to plant more trees

The best friend on earth of man is the tree, that is why during this period we planted more
than 300 trees in the different areas of Nyarugenge District and Youth encouraged their peers
to play a big role in environmental protection. In that way to promote the culture of the
environment protection and promotion, youth from UDS program from all spheres
(Nyamirambo, Kanyinya and Mageragere) agreed to take a part in these important activities
for building their bright future under theme “Our trees – Our future” the purpose of this
program is to plant and protect trees and everyone is responsible to plant at least one tree and
protect it.
“The true meaning of life is to plant trees, after learning the importance of tree in our current
and future life, we decided to educate our peers about our role as youth in achieving our
dreams and reducing the issues related the protection of environment, we agreed to use our
talent for educating our community about environment and climate change, the power of dance
will change the mindset of everyone as we used dance to change the behaviors on SRHR of our
peers too” Djihad UDS main trainer said

The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second best time is now
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“As a girl from Mageragere, I’m really happy to get this gift, even my parent cannot get the
money for buying to me such shoes, thanks for changing my life I will never forget this
donation.” Aline, 16 Mageragere

YOUTH RECEIVED SHOES: shoes are like makeup of feet
In December 2021, we distributed 17 pairs of shoes to the most vulnerable youth from our four
main programs, as support for helping them to make practices and we gave also some shoes to
the youth performed well in the schools. As following :
English Corner
UDS Nyamirambo
UDS Kanyinya
UDS Mageragere
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
2
0
3
2
3
2
3
2
In the total 17 youth received this special gifts including 11 girls and 6 boys

“I’m very happy for receiving this gift after performing well in the school, it is my great
motivation to me. I want to stay in this position and I encourage my fellows to add their effort
for getting this gift next time” Judith (14) ECW participant
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UDS RURAL CLASSES: HEALTH AND DANCING SESSIONS
Urban Dance School program is continuing to improve and protect the lives of teens through
social welfare, health care (Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights education), and wellbeing. Smoothly, in this hard period is continuing to be near to youth and advocating for them
especially in the rural areas named Mageragere and Kanyinya.
Health education and dancing sessions continue to gather its members’ weekly basis as planned
but the rule for working in a small group of participants with respecting the measures of
preventing COVID-19 is continued to be respected. Occasionally, we remained to use social
media platforms for educating more numbers of the youth who are not able to attend these
programs as they need.
SOME ACTIVITIES DONE BY YOUTH FROM MAGERAGERE AND KANYINYA
MAGERAGERE
In this period the youths from Mageragere
advanced through the different approaches
including the screening of different video as
well as the education videos on SRHR.
“We appreciate this kind of education sessions
through the screening of the films on SRHR and
how we can dance by using the tutorials
captured video.” said Clarisse
KANYINYA
On 2/10/2021 the most vulnerable youth
and youth performed well in the schools
got the shoes for supporting them in the
Dance practices as planned, youth got
these donations appreciated everyone
who continue to be with them.
“Oh my God! I got the new shoes, thanks
for changing my life and give me this
unforgettable gift to me and to my
peers.” Vulnerable Girl said
KANYINYA
UDS Kanyinya continued the practices
according the health restrictions for
preventing this pandemic, in this period
girls and young women joined this
youth friendly program and followed the
different education sessions exclusively
on SRHR education.
“I benefited more related to SRHR and it is
a great time to be with your peers and
friends, I will be happy to continue to be in
this group.” Girl said
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youth from UDS Kanyinya:
Changed the life of vulnerable marginalized family by building its toilet.

Anitha a woman with 4 children shown us
her small business for caring her family

The community members valued the contribution
of youth come together in UDS Kanyinya
In this period youth from Kanyinya committed to build a toilet to the vulnerable/ marginalised
family in its community, those young people organised different sessions of community work
(umuganda) with their peers. After getting the issues of materials and issues of skilled in
construction, they advocate this initiative to the club Rafiki youth centre. Club, friends, youth
and activity beneficiaries joined our efforts for achieving this dream of this young people from
this area. Currently, as shown on the picture this family is happy to access on this important
infrastructure to our life.

BEFORE

and

AFTER with a support from youth club and Friends of Rafiki
“My God bless everyone who contributes in this
journey for changing the life of my family, as you
know toilet is very important, the house without this
infrastructure is uncompleted house, it was very
shame to my family to approach my neighbors for
asking them the permission to use its toilet, today,
Youth from Kanyinya with its friends, they make
this issue a history, we will treat well this toilet with
regular hygiene.” Said Anitha, beneficiary
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SPOTLIGHT: SHARING THE FRUITS OF URBAN DANCE SCHOOL
Grand Afro is one of the subgroups created by Urban Dance School according the
neighborhood of its participants, the aim of creating these crew it was helping its participants
to continue to access the activities of this program and support their friends to access the online
dancing and health program especially during this time everyone need to respect preventive
measures of Covid-19 outbreak, after the creation of those groups, the UDS trainers continued
to follow them and sharing with some opportunities. In that way Grand Afro participated in the
competition themed “Twika kuri Ayoba” means “Shine with ayoba” ayoba is one of the
products of MTN mobile telecommunications company works here in Rwanda. After winning
this competition they sharing with us their feeling
“I’m very happy today, I thank everyone who accompanied us from the beginning of this
journey for promoting our talent, today, we start new level for continuing to build our future
in this domain.” Christian said
“Wow! Very joyful, we are winner today and we are committed to stay winners, we dedicate
this award to all friends especially from Urban Dance School, thanks and cheers” Sharon said
“We are very happy to get this award for Frw 200,000, this is a great time to us, we are well
encouraged to continue to promote this talent, additionally we got full package related to
Discipline and health, with these, we’ve a hope to be the best performers today and tomorrow,
I thank all who provide any kind of support today we recognize you and all” Ally said

The talented group of youth participated and won the
AYOBA competition organised in this school holidays
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ATTENDANCE
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total
Participants
Girls
Boys
Total
% Girls
% Boys

Urban Dance School (UDS) - Club Rafiki Nyamirambo
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
18
28
48
64
48
63
29
42
75
72
62
77
47
70
123
136
110
140
Urban Dance School (UDS) - Kanyinya Class
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
8
10
15
18
21
35
4
5
6
8
10
18
12
15
21
26
31
53
Urban Dance School (UDS) - Mageragere Class
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
4
6
11
21
11
19
6
11
8
8
26
21
10
17
19
29
37
40
Total Attendance
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
30
44
74
103
80
117
39
58
89
88
98
116
69
102
163
191
178
233
43%
57%

43%
57%

45%
55%

54%
46%

45%
55%

Total
269
357

%

626

43%
57%
100%

Total

%

107
51

158
Total
72
80

152
Total
448
488
936

68%
32%
100%

%
47%
53%
100%

%
48%
52%
100%

50%
50%

Note:
The number of youth who participated in club’s programs’s services has fallen. from 1,526 in
previous semester to 936 in current semester.
The fist reason is this, at the beginning of this semester in Rwanda rwanda returned in the
lockdown started 15/07 to 01/08/2021 due the Covid-19 outbreak. After this confinment we
started to received youth according the Government of Rwanda's Statement on New Measures
to Prevent COVID-19 Coronavirus Transmission.
Secondly, according the school calendar, students as a big number of the club’s beneficiaries
in this period were in the school until 24th December and after entring in this short schools
holidays, we were also in the critical situation for the high number of Covid-19, many programs
including UDS were postponned with aim to follow the new restructions from Ministry of
health in Rwanda.
In October, we reached big number of females in all program of the center, as we know in this
month young girls celebrate its international day celebrated every year on 11 October; and after
the celebration of this important day, we join world to celebrate 16 days of activism against
Gender based violence runs until 10 December, Human Rights Day. Club’s program used this
opportunity to organizing different youth friendly activities for showing its role in the
prevention and elimination of violence against girls and Women.
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SECTION 2:

ENGLISH CORNER WORKSHOP - ECW

ECW participants are putting down something new during the visit of Kigali Museum
Basing on the projection of Club Rafiki which emphasizes the development of young people
to grow in body and mind and being able to play a significant role in development through
different activities offered by this youth friendly center. It is in this process where English
Corner Workshop began in 5 years later in order to develop young people’s skills in English.
Unfortunately, this program was interrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic impacts. As the
Government of Rwanda reopened different activities including Schools, this program continues
to serve youth on weekends every Saturday and Sunday from 8:00 am to 11:00 am.

English Corner Workshop – ECW in group discussion as the approach of this program
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Queen's Commonwealth Essay Competition 2021: We are writing for a better world

Queen's commonwealth essay competition is an annual and
international writing completion for schools, established in
1883. This essay writing is a side event of CHOGM. It is
an opportunity for the Commonwealth citizens to share
their thoughts, ideas and experience on key global issues.
It is a way of developing youth creative writing and
elevating their voices. The year 2021 theme was
“Community in the Commonwealth”. It was a rewarding
competition whereby winner and runner-up get was
awarded with gold, silver and bronze awards with
opportunity to meet the Queen of England and participate
in Educational and cultural event in London. Entries were
accepted from mid-May 2021 until 30 June 2021.
Youth from ECW participated in this competition because
it was their opportunity to express their though and ideas through creative writing. This also
goes not only with the mission of Club which is to put emphasis on the development of young
people to grow in body and mind and being able to play significant role in national development
through their creative writing but also the mission of Queen's Commonwealth Essay
Competition which is to help its citizens especially youth to share their thoughts, ideas and
experience on key global issues through development of creative writing and elevating their
voices.Finally, this year 12 ECW participants including 8 girls participated in this competition
and they got the certificate of participation. We are continuing to encourage everyone here to
participate in such competition.

English Corner Workshop-ECW: Youth produced the 4th edition of youth friendly booklet

The participants of ECW in this period with the facilitation of its facilitators, produced 4th
publication after different title of such booklet like rise of hope, shinning dreams, Covid-19
outbreak and Chance comes once all booklets produced by them, are on the Club Rafiki website
(https://clubrafiki.com/rafiki-journal/). In this booklet composed by 10 stories, the writers
focused on the pieces of advice to their peers especially on the how their can respect the advices
from their parents and teachers as the real friends who can help the to use their opportunities
for building their future.
“For this is the next step for building my life, it was a great time to me when I tried to write my
story, story of my life and when I shared with my classmates, they appreciated so much and
they encouraged me until today when I see my story in this booklet” Issa writer of story called
“Chance comes once”
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ECW VISITED KANDT HOUSE MUSEUM IN KIGALI:

we learned more on our history and humanity
Richard Kandt was the first colonial governor of Rwanda, on behalf of Germany, until the early
1900s. At present, the Kandt House Museum in Kigali comprises three main parts. The first
part presents Rwandan life in all its aspects – social, economic, and political – before the
colonial period. The second part traces the experience of the Rwandan people during the
colonial period. Following the Berlin Conference in 1884, the Germans ruled Rwanda until
1916, when the Belgians took over under the League of Nations Mandate after World War I.
Richard Kundt’s life and deeds in Rwanda are covered here. The third part covers the history
of Kigali, before, during and after the colonial era. Kigali was made the capital upon
independence in 1962. As wished by ECW participants from the beginning of this program in
2017, in October 3, 2021, in collaboration with Kandt House Museum in Kigali, Club Rafiki
organized a learning visit to this Museum. 15 girls and 9 boys with total of 24 joined this
activity.

The visitors are receiving the
directions from tourist guides, at
this time they requested son many
curiosities questions

The participants are looking a snake
during the visit

After the visit the ECW participants
got the opportunity for taking the
group photo as remembrance of this
memorable visit to them.
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ECW SHOWCASE: young people exposed the fruits of this program
In September, the team of facilitation of English corner organized a month of English practices
among ECW participants under theme of “we can speak English” during this month
participants enjoyed the different opportunities for supporting them to make an English
practices and they organized the final day for gathering all participants with a special invitation
of their parents plus some English teachers from the next-door schools of club, the purpose of
this day was to display the fruits of this program after 5 years of existence. During this period
the participants exposed the benefits of this program even in their performance in their schools.
Their performances were composed by Play, storytelling, Debate and showing talents by
singing, poetry etc.

Rehearsals of kids before staging▲
▲With a strong feeling a parent said “It is
amazing to see a level of our children, ECW
changed my daughter, she is exceptional in the
school even at home, I remember when I read
her story published in their user-friendly
booklet, this so amazing, I thank everyone who
provide this opportunity to our children and to
future of our next generation”

Educational sketch on girls’ promotion ▲

◄

“As a participants of English corner,
I want to use this opportunity, to thank a
partner of this program, when I join this I was
fallen in the school but today I’m in the first
students in my school because I have a
capacity to understand and speak even write
English.” Odette a girls 15 years
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STORYTELLING PROGRAM AND LIBRARY SERVICES: Reading is essential
Club Rafiki community library is a curated collection of
sources of information and similar resources, selected by
experts and made accessible to a defined community for
reference or borrowing, often in a quiet environment
conducive to study. It provides physical or digital access to
material, and may be a physical location or a virtual space,
or both. Club Rafiki community library is bringing
information, ideas, and individuals together to enhance the
cultural of reading of the community members. In that way
during the weekend (Saturday and Sunday) this space
emphasis on storytelling with kids, that why this program
Time is a game played beautifully has improved because it found more volunteers for
by children
supporting them cheese and some graduated students
joined them with aim to empowering this corner, profoundly, kids got an opportunity for
reading by using e-reader where they can find books easily.

Children and youth are full occupied and encouraged for learning
how to play cheese game at the Club Rafiki community library.
“The books I have read in this library are so inspirational, mind-blowing if I can say,
sensational and of course giving some life experiences. Therefore, I would like to thank Club
Rafiki and its partners for providing such opportunities of getting access to those books.
To be honest it is a pleasure.” Kenny said.

Outdoor
Storytelling
goings-on
for Kids
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Kids participated in storytelling program benefited also basic knowledge on ICT skills
especially on Cyber security.

ATTENDANCE
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total

Jul
45
32
77

Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total

Jul
12
13
25

Participants
Girls
Boys
Total

Jul
57
45
102
56%
44%

% Girls
% Boys

English Corner Workshop
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
48
38
40
46
41
36
41
32
37
33
84
79
72
83
74
English Reading Corner for kids program
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
19
23
24
32
36
21
19
20
40
49
40
42
44
72
85
Total Attendance
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
67
61
64
78
77
57
60
52
77
82
124
121
116
155
159
54%
50%
55%
50%
48%
46%
50%
45%
50%
52%

Total
258
211
469

%
55%
45%
100%

Total
146
162
308

%
47%
53%
100%

Total
404
373
777

%
52%
48%
100%

Note:
The analysis of the latest two-semester reports, the total number of youth who attended these
programs are reduced from 432 to 777 this semester and the % of girls participated increased
from to 40% to 48% in this current semester. We examined the reason of this amplification,
according the school calendar in Rwanda, it means that in this semester school continued as
normal, and this program continued as well to work for its beneficiaries.
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SECTION 3: OUR GIRL PROGRAMME:

when we empower them, everyone benefits.

I’m a girl. It’s just my music.
Since 2017, Club Rafiki focused to its vision of empowering Girls and transforming
community continue to embrace the ideas “Girls compete. Women empower”, therefore the
center has been fulfilling its mission by invest much efforts in project that give girls and young
women educational and economic opportunities that allow girls to be independent financially
and emotional and be able to achieve their dreams through self-sustainable development.

Senate in fresh bid to tackle teenage pregnancies
The Senate has called for robust measures to tackle teenage pregnancies that are on the rise in
the country. This was said following a report presented on November 16 by Senator Pelagie
Uwera, conducted in Nyamagabe District in October 2021, which highlighted the main issues
that cause teenage pregnancies in the country including lack of contraceptives, lack of
knowledge on sexual reproductive health and fear of providing information about the issues.
“Although I recorded experiences of just five girls, there are thousands of others in the country
who have the same problems and have encountered similar challenges, and we need to find
solutions to these problems,” she Senator Pelagie.
“By distributing condoms, and contraceptives among others and teaching them the proper use,
then teenagers will know how to be safe and reduce these unwanted pregnancies,” she said.
According to official statistics, 98,347 teenagers gave birth in the last four years in Rwanda. In
2016, the number of teenage births recorded was 17,849, in 2017, it reduced to 17,337 and
increased to 19,701 girls in 2020.
Source: new times - read more on https://www.newtimes.co.rw/news/senate-fresh-bid-tackle-teenage-pregnancies
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TRADITIONAL RWANDA DISHES
Sweet potatoes, Beans accompanied with fermented milk

1.Searching firewood ▲

2. Washing sweet papatoes before cooking▲

3. Preparing beans before cooking▲

4. Beans on the fire at least 1 hour▲

5. When they waiting food, they are dancing▲

6. food is ready accompaigned by fermented milk▲

7. enjoy with us, Rwanda traditional dishes▲
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INTERNATIONAL DAY OF THE GIRL 2021
"Digital generation. Our generation."
Since 2011, Every year 11 October, World joins girls and young women for the celebration of
International Day of the Girl. It is celebrated for empowering and amplifying the voices of
young girls around the world. The theme for International Day of Girl Child 2021 is 'Digital
generation'. Throughout, we organize a special two weeks of encouraging girls and young
women to use ICT in their daily life. The beneficiaries of this activity appreciated what their
got in this period including some SRHR educational session, leisure and recreation activities
and some hygiene materials including soap and pads.
EMBRACE YOUR UNIQUENESS.
“As a girl we need to embrace such
opportunity, in this two week I learn how I
can use computer and I have an Instagram
account for exchanging with my peers.”
A girl 15 years old said

EDUCATING GIRLS AND WOMEN AND
EQUIPPING THEM WITH ICT SKILLS
“Many thanks for everything, during this period
I got online training on entrepreneurship, many
girls need such opportunity but their parents
need also to be mobilized on the benefit of give a
permission to reach the activity like this.”
Rebeca 19 years old said
YOUNG PEOPLE DEMAND SEXUAL
AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND
RIGHTS INFORMATION
“For me, I can request such period today, I
appreciated the session on Sexual and
Reproductive Health and Rights, getting
such information is very important to us
even to our peers.” Girls participant
EMPOWERING ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG
PEOPLE TO END TEENAGE
“I’m teen mother, after getting a baby my life is
changed, I stopped my studies, I started new life for
caring and fighting to my baby. I have a hope
because of Club Rafiki and its partners are thinking
on us. Thank you” Teen mother, 19
THE DIGITAL GENERATION TO SECURE OUR
COMMON FUTURE.
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11 OCTOBER 2021:
In the celebration of international day of girl, every girl
participated at the club received SRHR session and gifts for
encouraging girls to participate at the center as their
brothers.

PROMOTING SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS
MUST BE AT THE HEART OF ALL ACTIVITIES OF THE CLUB RAFIKI
In way on October 2021, Club Rafiki joined hands with youth clubs for organizing a
three days’ sessions to the 21 youth including 11 girls on the youth friendly center
programs to the youth represented their community youth clubs for educating young
people about Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights-(SRHR), and how youth
themselves can play a big role in daily centers activities. In this period youth discussed
also how their can educate their friends by using some videos and other communication
materials produced by youth and posted on the social media platforms and they shared
with club some problems met to their community and what they are proposed as
solutions, after getting this information we produced together the action plan for guiding
them especially during this hard time of this pandemic.
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ORANGE CAMPAIGN: FIGHTING GENDER BASIC VIOLENCE CONCERNS US ALL
The 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence is an annual international campaign
that kicks off on 25 November, the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against
Women, and runs until 10 December, Human Rights Day. The ‘Orange Campaign’ was
organized during the 16 Days of Activism to raise awareness, boost advocacy and create
opportunities for discussion about the challenges and possible solutions on how best Gender
Based-Violence (GBV) can be prevented and eliminated. Under this Campaign, our girl
program called other club’s program for joining other national program with ambition to
advocate the issues of girls including violence including the issues caused the teen pregnancies
as serious issues in our country. Rwanda is lucky to have a very dynamic young generation
with commitment to drive positive changes in our society. When it comes to eliminating gender
related issues and GBV, putting them at the center and investing in their potentials are key
towards a gender just and violence free society.
Silas Ngayaboshya Director General of Gender Promotion and Women Empowerment noted,

“Fighting GBV concerns us all. However, changing mindsets and attitudes that have
been instilled in our society for centuries requires multiple interventions. One of
those is to involve young people who can be groomed from a young age to have a
more gender sensitive approach in everything that they do. While culture and religion
should be respected, we must evolve, sieve through and identify which of the norms
and beliefs encourage discrimination and abuse and which ones are progressive.
That is the only we will win this fight.”

Girls accompanied by their brothers, conducted the different outreach activities
under the national theme “speak out! end of Gender Basic Violence. “during this 16
days of Activism to raise awareness, boost advocacy and create opportunities for
discussion about the challenges and possible solutions on how Gender BasedViolence (GBV) can be prevented and eliminated.
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AMAZING STUDENTS, AMAZING GIRLS
Dunya Speaks is Swiss-Tunisian artist and
Dancer followed the center’s activities on our
website and social media. She interested and
decided to visit Rwanda precisely Club Rafiki.
During this occasion, she organized special
session for inspiring girls focused on the girls’
dancer at UDS where she danced together
with them and she talked time to share with
Dunya in the Urban Dance practices with girls
them how she achieved her dream and how
dance can change their lives especially girls where the number of girls’ dancers are still
needed and appreciated by everyone. Dunya written in our visitors’ book:
“I wish to every student most success, happiness and many moment of the day; a special thanks
and respect go to Club Rafiki and its partners for agree to support such project and encouraging
girls and young women to take a part in this program, I believe that your effort is most valuable
and very precious for many individuals as also for the entire neighborhood.”
Dance is universal language, so let’s continue conversation

HOW ARE PARENTS TAKING
PROTECTION AND PROMOTION?

During the meeting with parents at club’s hall

ACTION

ON

GIRL

Group photo after the second dialogues with our parents

During this semester we had an opportunity for organizing dialogues with parents, caregivers
and teachers on how we can work together for protecting and promoting girls and how we can
advocate on well treatment of teen mothers. During this time for sharing ideas on what Club
Rafiki did for promoting youth in general and girls and young women particularly we observed
that there some harmful actions to the girls precisely teen mothers, sometimes this is cause
Violence against girls and women. The participants shared their experiences and reality from
their communities as one of the cause of violence against girls some of them are the lack of
information on the youth friendly and how those youth friendly services protect their
beneficiaries especially girls, this is one of the cause the parent decide to keep girls at their
home, secondly, it about the lack of exchange of information among us as parents and club
about the Centre’s activities for promoting youth our next generation, as suggested by parents
they proposed to create the parents community committee for representing parents and
community in the center's activities and conduct youth advocacy. We concluded these fruitful
exchange of ideas with appreciating the good collaboration with parents.
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ATTENDANCE
Our Girl program
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total
% Girls
% Boys

Jul
68
9
77

Aug
76
10
86

Sep
81
8
89

Oct
94
11
105

Nov
87
12
99

Dec
96
12
108

88%
12%

88%
12%

91%
9%

90%
10%

88%
12%

89%
11%

Total
502
62
564

%
89%
11%
100%

Correction: In the first semester in this corner we make an error we calculated 1,686 as girls
participate instead 452 girls as real figures of girls attended this program, we apologize for any
inconvenience caused.

Note:
According the figures of previous semiannual report, the number of girls participated in this
special platform the girls and young women increased intensely from 378 and 74 young boys
joined their sisters to 502 girls and young women plus 62 young boys in this report. This
initiative leaded by girls and young women themselves impacted all great figures of girls
reaches in all club’s programs and currently we shared with this report with 57% of girls
participated in all programs for promoting and empowering girls as mentioned above.
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SECTION 4:
MODELING/FASHION, SEWING AND HANDCRAFT
Where there is a female, there is magic.

We realize the importance of our voice when we are silenced.
Urban fashion and Modelling has seen a positive improvement to the future of girls, it rises
their experiences, talents and more confident. This is what we were projected from in the
beginning. Highly they created great partnership with their parents and friends including some
boys joined this lineup. Through, its sub-action of life skills, it has been playing a meaningful
role by transforming lives of the members in a possible ways including sessions on Sexual and
Reproductive Health and Rights which is of great importance to youth frequenting the center,
chiefly in this time for preventing Covid-19, today, the members are still meet and create some
innovative program including working closely with ICT tools like social media.

Every girl has
the right to
choose her own
future and
respected
by her society
The image captured
by Urban Fashion for
educating our society
about the role of girls
to our daily lives.
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SEWING AND HANDCRAFT PROGRAM:
DREAM IT – WISH IT – DO IT

Girls everywhere are educated, respected, and heard.

Throughout this period, we started the new program called “sewing and handcraft program”
sewing is joined the programs of handcraft and knitting initiated by a girl who has a passion to
support teen mothers. After opening this program, we got big number of girls want to join and
according to the space, materials and the number of sewing machines, Club Rafiki has enabled
to receive 20 girls and young women (teen mothers) including two boys in tailoring training.
Currently, this program learns 5 days a week, it composed by 2 classes 1 morning started 8h to
12h and 1 afternoon 14h to 17h). finally, we have 6 sewing machines including 1 Embroidery
electrical sewing Machine, 3 Mechanical Sewing Machine, 1 Overlocker Sewing Machine or
Serger and 1 Buttonhole (multipurpose sewing machine).
FEEDBACKS FROM ORGANIZERS AND BENEFICIARIES
“As usual at club Rafiki, our goal is to facilitate youth who didn’t get the chance to go to school, that’s
why Club with our partners and friends, we had an idea to help youth mainly girls, to get sewing skills.
We choose sewing because the youth wanted to learn it too, we are helping them, so they can benefit
from this.” Joyce said on behalf of Club Rafiki
“We have 20 students who attend regularly, they are eager
to learn because sewing is a booming and profitable skill. It
has an impact on Rwandans livelihood.” Espe, sewing
trainer
“The reason I came learning how to sew is because sewing
never goes out of trend.” Jasmin Beneficiary
“The reason I am taking sewing classes at Rafiki is because
I love it and wish to make a career out of it.” Janati
Beneficiary
“I am here because I want to make my own designs.”
Chadia Beneficiary
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Just a Girl who loves tailoring…

HANDCRAFT IS MAKING DIFFERENCE: The meaningful of handmade

…Girls are busy for making their own jewelry and jewelry for selling to their communities…

MAKE SKILFULLY
BY HAND.
Youth appreciated this space for
promoting their talent, friendship
with their peers, open dialogue on
SRHR among them, discussing
about entrepreneurship, job
creation, saving sprit.
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MUSIC CLASS –WHERE WORDS FAILS, MUSIC SPEAKS.

Guitar class met twice per week

Youth participated actively in the activities of this program including learning how play guitar
and piano and other music instrument like flute, in this period we received the big number of
girls and they tried to learn all music instrument this is different according the previous
semester, as facilitator of this program mentioned he said that after getting piano girls and
young women participated actively in this program, when they participated their brothers
encouraged and inspired them to use any kind of this program, today girls and young women
are learning all music instruments including guitar, for them there is something new after
joining this program including singing and traditional dance practices.
Unfortunately, when COVID-19 became a threat to society, this program is continuing to help
young people to enjoy their youthful. This program is combined with some important
education like Sexual and Hygiene education with aim to continue our contribution in the
ending of the impacts of this pandemic.

Music can change the world, because it can change the people
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ATTENDANCE
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total
Participants
Girls
Boys
Total
% Girls
% Boys

Handcraft/Sewing program
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
10
15
22
29
0
4
4
6
10
19
26
35
Guitar and Music Class
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
4
8
12
12
12
16
18
22
16
24
30
34
Total Attendance
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
14
23
34
41
12
20
22
28
26
43
56
69
54%
46%

53%
47%

61%
39%

59%
41%

Nov
38
8
46

Dec
39
10
49

Total
153
32

Nov
10
26
36

Dec
14
32
46

Total
60
126

Nov
48
34
82

Dec
53
42
95

Total
213
158

59%
41%

56%
44%

185

186

371

%
83%
17%
100%

%
32%
68%
100%

%
57%
43%
100%

Note:
These programs have resemblance both are part of arts, they work for promoting girls’
participation in the different and they open the dialogue between boys and girls as younger
generation as our future. During this period, we received 185 in both program handcraft/sewing
program and 186 in guitar and music activities, in both we appreciate the 57% of girls
participated in both activities.

Music is the social act of communication among people, a gesture of friendship.
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SECTION 5:
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AND EMPLOYMENT
Youth empowerment is a process where young people are encouraged to take charge of their
lives. They do this by addressing their situation and then take action in order to improve their
access to resources and transform their consciousness through their beliefs, values, and
attitudes. Youth empowerment aims to improve quality of life. Youth empowerment is
achieved through participation in youth empowerment programs. Club Rafiki’s youth
empowerment services continued to serve youth in their job search journey where we provide
career guidance, secretariat services, online application, tips to interview and CV and
application letter.

28-30 December 2021 at Club Rafiki:
With aim to know how to use cloud-based accounting software to pay bills on time, collect
money earned, and run reports to see how a company business and financial are performing.
Club Rafiki organised 3-day training to the youth graduated in the accounting, finance,
economics and related fields on QuickBooks as an accounting software package commonly
used in this domain for better to manage businesses finances and keep more accurate
bookkeeping records.

A young girl, university graduate, she is at club
Rafiki for searching information about job,
internship and scholarship, after getting some
information on different websites published job
advertisement in the campaigns, organization
and individuals need employees. To the picture,
she used the center’s laptop in digital
innovation chamber for accessing that news
and she is putting down what she got related to
that she need.
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PROGRAM SUCCESSES: youth’s lives are changing

The Knitting Sisters Project gave certificates to young mothers finalized 3 months of learning
on knitting and crocheting. And after this training they producing some products for putting to
the market with aim to gain money.

Youth graduated in the different university in Accounting and Finance departments are coming
together for further practices in their domains, during such session they got even the job
information including where they can find job and how they can prepare the job exams.

Amini is one of the youths benefited employment youth services, after to submit his job
application, he passed in all job search procedure and he got a job in Anthurium Presidential
Hotel, we have taken this picture when he was at club for appreciation of the contribution of
this service.
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Valerie is a young women benefited this employment
service, after getting job information throughout
youth WhatsApp group, she got also technical support
until she got a job at reality vacation innovations ltd
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Hamza, is a graduate as engineer, he is one of the youth
participate at club especially in the sport action, after getting
the news about this program he joins his peers in employment
services after 1 month he got job in the big campaign called
solar system ltd

II. STRENGTHS
Working with authorities, partners, donors and friends and everyone is our priority in all
process of the center achievements • Parents, teachers and caregivers and other community
members without forget youth themselves valued what Club did in the better future of next
generation. • Through our Girl program for promoting/orienting/protecting girls and young
women is answering the issues of the girls • Empowering girls in skills by using ICT, crafts
and knitting is one of the solutions for promoting females internationally.

III. CHALLENGES





Serving small number of the youth caused by Covid-19 preventive measures,
The high request of the hygiene materials for preventing COVID-19,
In this time the cases of girls met the sexual violence plus teen/unwanted pregnancies
continued to be increased,
The augmentation of proportion of youth using different kinds of drugs for the reason
that some activities like sport, recreation, community mobilization etc. are not moving

IV. NEEDS





Continue to assist youth according the measure related challenging times,
The participants who don’t have access to smart phone or internet to be encourage to
frequent regularly Club Rafiki ICT facilities to allow them to keep in touch with a
digital world including E-English corner, E-learning and E-Library platform,
Girls and young women they are wishing us to see how we can create new approach
targeted to the community with purpose to continue SRHR education in new way
touched girls and young women as individuals to their communities,

V. CONCLUSION
In this report, Club Rafiki is sharing with you its achievements including some stories of
beneficiaries, successes, difficulties, future plan, financial situations, during this period, in
general, we account 54% of girls participated in the Club Rafiki’s programmes this
percentage is increased according to latest report where accounted 45%, we want to stay
in this position for promoting girls participation in all club’s program and encouraging
girls and young women to take huge part in national and worldwide development.
Done at Kigali – Club Rafiki on 02/02/2021
Reporting team:
 Nsengumuremyi Omar Tony - Club Rafiki Manager
 Habimana Chantal - VCT Counselor
 Kalima Carine - Youth Empowerment officer
 Tumushimire Laurien - ECW-Facilitator
 Niyonkuru Djihad - UDS Trainer
 Ishimwe Gilbert - Modeling Trainer
 Niyonzima Saidi – IT Support officer
 Nkundabose Emmanuel – Photographer
 Mushimiyimana Pili – Technical assistance and Photographer
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Appendix 1

VOLUNTARY COUNSELING AND HIV TESTING (VCT SERVICES)
Worldwide, youth aged 15–24 years are at a high risk for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
acquisition and need specifically to be reached by HIV prevention interventions. Among key strategies
towards HIV prevention in Rwanda, the Voluntary HIV counseling and testing (VCT) is identified as
one of the most important interventions. In this period mentioned above, Club Rafiki served youth
through its Sexual and Reproductive Health youth friendly services

The following table is the figures of youth attended the VCT services:
VCT services
# Counseled and Tested -VCT

Condoms distributed

# HIV Positive

HIV
Prevalence

M

F

Couples

Total

M

F

Total

M

F

M

F

Total

892

841

226

1,733

5

15

20

1%

4%

16,051

7,204

23,255

At Club Rafiki with occasion to celebrate 73rd international day of Human Rights
Authorities and Youth exhibited the part of CSOs in education and services about SRHR
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Appendix 2

PREGNANCY TESTING
The following table is the figures of girls attended the pregnancy testing services:

Pregnancy test
Below 16 years old

16-20 years old

21-24 years old

25-30 years old

Above 30 years

Total
number

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

231

0

0

9

3

58

29

51

31

38

12

The most memorable moments in life are the ones you never planned

In this Covid-19 pandemic period where we aren’t able to serve youth us usual yet we
received 231 girls and young mothers (positive cases) 75 equivalent of 32% of them,
it means that they are pregnant, noticeably, we must join our effort for fighting this
serious issue which can stop our dream for building the sustainable development of
Rwanda.

Reducing teen pregnancy is everyone’s responsibility.
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Appendix 3 :

SPORT, LEISURE, TALENT DETECTION AND PROMOTION
M

F

Total

M%

F%

9,037

4,631

13,668

66%

34%

Sport is health that is way we make it according the measure for fighting COVID-19

Karate class is opening with following the measures of COVID-19 prevention Δ

Badminton practices are opening and its participants are happy for this opportunities Δ
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Girls from Rafiki band showed their friends the power of dance and music

Talent hits a target no one else can hit. Genius hits a target no one else can see

The talented group of youth with disabilities confirmed that disability is not inability
Appendix 4:

As planned in the Barame project of Society for Family Health-SFH in Nyarugenge district
funded by Enabel - Belgian Development Agency, this work of constructing fencing and
modern latrine is started in this period until end of December. Youth are appreciating this
kind of work.
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